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Experts: Uncertain
future for ACA is
unhealthy for care
O More than 20 million Americans already have

received insurance through the federally created health
insurance marketplace
BY MICHAEL
ABRAMOWITZ
The Daily Reflector

As promised, Republican
members of the 115th Congress this week made their
top agenda item the repeal
of the Affordable Care Act,
also known as Obamacare.
The lawmakers quickly discovered that political talk is
easier than political action.
Local health care professionals hope they heed the
call to slow down.
Donald Trump won voters during his election
campaign by pledging to
immediately scrap the law
that bears President Barack
Obama’s name. But after
winning the election, he announced that such a move
would be problematic and
dialed back his pledge. For
one thing, it requires congressional action.
On Wednesday, Vice
President-elect Mike Pence

reminded Republican lawmakers that removal of
Obamacare is a voter mandate. But now, some of those
voters are signaling second
thoughts about a wholesale
abandonment of the law.
People on both sides of
the ACA issue realize that
the law is complex, with
deeply interconnected moving parts. Any action is further complicated by the fact
that more than 20 million
Americans already have received insurance through
the federally created health
insurance
marketplace,
healthcare.gov.
Some experts said that

See ACA, A5
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Sean Hardison, 5, plays with his toy dump truck in the snow at Woodlawn Park on Saturday.

Dropping temperatures may create problems
BY KRISTIN ZACHARY
The Daily Reflector

Sean Hardison was doing his part
on Saturday to clear Park Drive in
the university neighborhood, scooping up bits of snow and carting it off
with his toy dump truck.
The
5
year
old and his famSNOW,
ily spent an hour of
SLEET
their afternoon out
pound parts
at Woodlawn Park,
of East
Coast.
A6 which sits in front
of their home, enjoying the wintry mix that began falling late Friday and early Saturday.
“We’re just having fun in the snow,”
said Paul Hardison, Sean’s father. He
helped Samantha, 2, with her glove
when it came off as she was running
on the playground. “It’s not as much
snow. I thought it was going to be
more, but it’s all ice.”
The Hardison family had errands
to run Saturday, but the slick roads
nixed those plans. Hardison said they
had plenty of snacks and drinks inside, so they were going to stay put.
“We’re definitely not going anywhere today,” he said.
That’s exactly what officials are
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Juan Allen offers assistance to a woman at Access East
on Wednesday.

ECU freshman Samuel Starr takes advantage of the winter weather to
get in a little sledding on Saturday. For more pictures of how the area
was affected by the winter storm, go to reflector.com.

encouraging Greenville and Pitt
County residents to do, especially
considering Saturday’s slushy conditions were expected to turn to ice as
temperatures continue to nosedive.
“Everyone, please stay off the
roads,” Pitt County Emergency Management Director Allen Everette said
Saturday. “Whatever is wet will turn
to ice tonight.”

Everette said about a dozen wrecks
had been reported in the county
since the onset of the weather event.
No other major incidents had been
reported as of Saturday afternoon.
Greenville Police Department
spokeswoman Kristen Hunter said
officers had responded to just three

See SNOW, A6

ROAD CLOSURES

O South Wright Road from East Wright Road to
Jefferson Drive
O West Third Street from Elizabeth to Pitt streets O North Overlook Drive from South Overlook to
Beaumont drives
O East Third Street from Reade to Summit
streets
O Dalebrook Road at Deerwood Lane
O Crestwood Drive from South Overlook to
O Jarvis Street from First to Second streets
Beaumont drives
O Cotanche Street from Fourth to Reade streets
O Brookgreen Avenue from Elm Street to West
O Top floor of the parking deck in downtown
Longmeadow Road
Greenville
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Health insurance:
One person’s view
BY MICHAEL
ABRAMOWITZ
The Daily Reflector

A reporter from The Daily
Reflector stopped by Access East this week to learn
about the center’s work
helping people navigate the
health care marketplace established by the Affordable
Care Act through its healthcare.gov website.
One Pitt County resident
took time after signing up
for health insurance to talk
about the law and how she
uses it.
“I signed up for two reasons,” the woman, who
asked to remain anonymous,
said. “First, because it’s the
law, and I don’t want to be
penalized for not having the
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Weather

Today: 31, sunny
Tonight: 12, cold
Forecast on A2

required health insurance.
I also need the health care,
and I’m not able to afford
coverage through any other
means.”
It was the second year
of insurance registration
through the marketplace for
the Access East client, who
said having someone to help
navigate through the system
made the chore much easier.
“I did the first year’s registration on my own, but I
didn’t want to do that again
because it’s a complex law
and a complex process,”
she said.
The client said she understands the importance
of having her basic health

See INSURE, A5
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suddenly vacating that
coverage would throw the
insurance industry and the
American economy into
chaos and have equally
devastating effects on the
nation’s health.
Within the Republican
Party, legislators differ on
the preferred approach to
reforming health care law.
They can scrap the law entirely now, phase it out over
a two-year period while cobbling a replacement plan, or
come up with another approach.
Trump, ever alert to the
Twitter grapevine, has said
he wants to keep the parts
of the ACA that protect patients from losing coverage
due to pre-existing conditions, allow children to stay
under their parents’ plans
until age 26, prevent lifetime
coverage limits and charge
women equally for the same
product. He and most Republicans insist on eliminating any legal requirement to
carry health insurance.
Those who do not sign up
for insurance under Obamacare face fines.
Kevin
Counihan,
CEO
of
the Healthcare.gov
marketplace,
where qualified people
can sign up
counihAn
for health
insurance under the ACA,
said that marketplace enrollment is on track to enroll 13.8
million people nationally, including almost 400,000 North
Carolinians. Blue Cross Blue
Shield of North Carolina almost doubled in size after
absorbing most of the new
enrollees and is committed
to the Affordable Care Act,
Counihan said.
BCBS also picked up subscribers when Aetna and
UnitedHealthcare pulled out
of North Carolina marketplace because of growing
financial losses attributed
to Obamacare.
“Clearly, we’re delighted
that the president-elect has
supported some key tenets
of the law,” Counihan said.
“I think changes to the law
now circle more around
amending it as opposed to
replacing it.”
Counihan said his organization is working with the
new administration to get it
the information it needs to
make the right decisions.
The goal, he said, is to assure that as many people
as possible get healthy and
stay healthy at the lowest
possible cost. The highest
cost to states and the nation
results from an unhealthy
population, he said.
“Uninsured people get
sick, too, but they tend to
wait until their illness is
much more advanced before they seek medical care,”
Counihan said. “Then they
go to the emergency room,
the most expensive place to
get that care, which is paid
by people with insurance in
the form of higher premium
rates. Providing people access to health insurance is
the gateway to improved
health care for the country.”
Counihan stressed that
the ACA’s insurance marketplace is not socialized
medical coverage or a government plan to force any
particular insurance plan
or provider into the market,
but a pro-competition way
to open and expand markets within states.
“The government does
not tell people they have
to get their insurance from
a particular company,” he
said. “It just facilitates access to a number of competitive plans and provides
some tax credits to those
eligible for them.”
One place in eastern
North Carolina providing
help with the process is
Greenville-based
Access
East, a not-for-profit corporation that helps qualified
consumers in 27 eastern
North Carolina counties
navigate the marketplace at

no cost.
During the most recent
open enrollment period,
Access East enrolled 90
Pitt County residents in insurance plans through the
ACA marketplace, up from
57 during the same period
in 2015.
Cheryl
Hallock,
who coordinates
the
Access East
navigators,
also called
assisters,
said she
hAllock
sees
an
unpredictable climate now
for the Affordable Care Act,
the insurance marketplace
it created and health care
reform in general.
“It’s kind of a crapshoot
out there to predict what’s
going to happen,” Hallock
said. “It’s not a matter of
simply repealing (the ACA).
The structural changes that
came with it extend far beyond health insurance to
how health care is delivered, trying to change to an
accountable outcome-based
care model rather than simply paying per procedure or
by coded items.”
Political ideologists overlook the complexity of the
ACA, with its many closely
integrated entities, interconnected services and relationships among providers,
payers and consumers, Hallock said.
“It is an oversimplification to simply say, ‘Let’s
repeal and replace it,’” she
said. “If you pull selective plugs to save money
without having others that
would replace that money,
you’re going to have institutional crashes. That’s not
something we want. It’s not
a good business practice.”
“President-elect Trump
has spoken in a lot of generalities so far,” she said.
“What we do know is that
20 million people are enrolled with health insurance through the Affordable Care Act.
“If you never had it, you
don’t know what you’re
missing. But once you’ve
had it and someone tries to
take it away, that’s not good
politics,” she said.
It’s a notion that has Republican legislators thinking carefully about their
next move. They appear determined to knock out the
law’s insurance premium
tax credits and cost-sharing
provisions and eliminate
some of the tax revenues
that support the law. But
doing so would leave the
country with a huge economic deficit (estimates
range into the trillions).
Because the contract
with enrolled consumers is
in effect, if the tax credits
are repealed, the insurance
companies — who compose a large and powerful
lobby — would have to eat
those annual costs, Hallock
said.
“You’re guaranteed the
premiums you signed up for
through the marketplace
for at least a year,” Hallock
said. “If the government
doesn’t come through with
the ACA tax credits to help
pay for the remainder of
the premium, it will destroy
insurance companies.”
F o r
Vidant
Health,
w h i c h
serves a
large rural
population
of
unhealthy,
underinhughes
sured and
uninsured patients and provides more than $100 million
annually in unreimbursed
health care, even small legislative cutbacks are felt.
Such a drastic measure by
Congress would prove challenging, Chief Financial Officer David Hughes said.
“The Affordable Care Act
did a lot toward integrating health care providers
to provide the right care at
the right level at the right
time ... and at the most affordable cost,” Hughes said.
“It forced providers along

By the
numBers
O An estimated 70,000
young adults in North
Carolina are covered by the
ACA provision that allows
children to stay on their
parents’ health insurance up
to age 26.
O Almost 400,000 state
residents have coverage
through the ACA Marketplace.
O Up to 4,099,922 people
in North Carolina have a
pre-existing health condition.
Under ACA, health insurance
companies cannot refuse
coverage or charge people
more because of pre-existing
conditions.
O More than 2,072,282
people in North Carolina are
covered by Medicaid or the
Children’s Health Insurance
Program, including 1,430,363
children and 240,953 seniors
and people with disabilities
covered by both Medicaid
and Medicare.

the entire health care continuum to focus on and improve the overall health and
well-being of the patient by
structuring payments on
outcome measures. Those
factors must remain the focus; however, this will be
revamped.”
Medicaid expansion was
a key component of the
ACA’s success in states that
accepted it because it allowed those states to cover more people for basic
health care.
Providers in those states
no longer would need
disproportionate
share
payments from the government for the care it provided to underinsured and
uninsured people, Hughes
said.
“Providers in states that
did not expand (like North
Carolina) were having their
disproportionate
share
payments reduced to pay
for the coverage of those
newly insured patients
in states that did expand
Medicaid,” he said. “That,
combined with the loss of
newly insured individuals
had a substantial negative
impact.”
Uncertainty about the
direction of health care
coverage is a challenge in
itself, Hughes said.
“Until somebody actually
puts a plan on paper, it’s
hard for us to react without
a clue about what will happen,” Hughes said. “’Repeal
and replace’ tells us nothing.
“I’ve got to believe that
intelligent people will
make the right decisions
so we don’t destroy the
overall health care system
across America,” he said.
“The Affordable Care Act
didn’t get implemented in
one day. They’re not going
to be able to take it away in
one day.”
Contact
Michael
Abramowitz at mabramowitz@reflector.com or 252329-9507.
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Gunman shoots, wounds U.S.
consular official in Mexico
BY MARK STEVENSON
The Associated Press

MEXICO CITY — Mexican
prosecutors said Saturday
they are searching for a gunman who opened fire on an
official of the U.S. consulate
in the city of Guadalajara.
The Attorney General’s
Office said the official was
wounded in the attack Friday in Guadalajara. The city
is the capital of Jalisco state,
which is dominated by the
hyper-violent Jalisco New
Generation cartel. There was
no immediate evidence of
any cartel link to the attack.
The shooting appeared to
be a direct attempt to kill the
consular employee.
Surveillance video of
the attack shows the gunman following the official
in a parking garage. The official, whose name was not
released, was dressed in
shorts. The attacker doesn’t
appear to try to approach the
official while he is walking,
but instead waits for him to
exit the parking garage in his
vehicle and fires a round into

insure
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needs met.
“I get routine checkups
and physicals and get my
general health needs met,”
she said. “I also can get prescriptions written and filled
with the help of subsidies.
They can be very expensive
otherwise. It’s good that
I don’t have to put off my
health until I get very sick
just because I can’t afford
it.”
The Access East client, in
her mid-30s, said she did not
follow election year politics
and was unaware that Donald Trump pledged to scrap

the car’s windshield.
The consulate said on its
Facebook page that the FBI
is offering a $20,000 reward
for information on the attacker.
Guadalajara is Mexico’s
second largest city and is not
specifically singled out for
any special precautions in
the latest U.S. travel warning
updated on Dec. 8.
The U.S. Embassy in Mexico City said that for privacy
reasons no further information would be made available on the victim, including
his condition.
“The safety and security
of our employees overseas
is among our highest priorities,” an spokeswoman said.
“We are working closely with
Mexican law enforcement in
this matter.”
The Attorney General’s
Office said the victim was in
“stable” condition and under
protection, apparently at a
local hospital. The office said
the case was being handled
by federal detectives. An attack on diplomatic personnel would be considered a

federal crime in Mexico.
U.S. consular employees
and other U.S. agents have
been attacked in Mexico in
the past; the attackers have
usually argued the attacks
were cases of mistaken identity.
In 2014, a Mexican gang
leader was sentenced to life in
prison for his role in the 2010
slayings in the border city of
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, of a
U.S. consulate employee, her
husband and the husband of
another employee.
Prosecutors said Arturo
Gallegos Castrellon was in
charge of a team of assassins with the Barrio Azteca,
a gang allied with the Juarez
drug cartel, and had ordered
the three slayings.
The killings of U.S. consulate employee Leslie Ann
Enriquez Catton, her husband, Arthur Redfels, and
Alberto Salcido Ceniceros,
the husband of another consulate employee, as they left
a children’s birthday party
were a mistake, former gang
members testified during the
trial.

the Affordable Care Act
once elected.
“Nothing can happen
that God doesn’t allow to
happen, so I’m not really
concerned about Donald
Trump,” she said. “But the
ACA is the law now, so he
can’t shut it down on his
own. If Congress repeals it,
that would complicate my
life somewhat because I’m
starting to have the normal
health issues of someone
my age, issues I didn’t have
10 years ago.”
The marketplace shopper said she would be faced
with some hard choices to
make if she loses her coverage.
“I’d have to choose be-

tween my car insurance
payment or my doctor’s
visit, paying my utility bill
or getting my prescription
filled, things like that. But
that’s how it was before I
got into the marketplace, so
I’m used to those choices,”
she said.
The client said she tries
not to get bothered by
things she can’t control, but
tries to do whatever positive
things she can.
“Congress is going to do
what Congress does. People
want to move forward in
their lives, but they sometimes have to backpeddle,”
she said. “I guess we need to
be careful who we put into
office.”
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